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Abstract—In this paper we investigate the effect of Line-of-
Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) propagation on the
Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE) and on the energy efficiency of
dense small-cell networks. We show that including both LOS and
NLOS propagation in the path-loss model provides a completely
different picture of the behaviours of ASE and energy efficiency
than what would be observed in case of either LOS or NLOS
propagation only. In particular, with combined LOS/NLOS path-
loss, the ASE exhibits superlinear and sublinear behaviourat
low and high cell densities, respectively. In addition, theenergy
efficiency as a function of the cell density has a global maximum
and is not a monotonically increasing function like in case of LOS
or NLOS propagation only. Based on our findings, we claim that
Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) propagations
play an important role in studying the performance of extremely
dense small-cell networks.

Index Terms—Dense networks, small-cells, area spectral effi-
ciency, energy efficiency, transmit power, LOS, NLOS.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Motivated by the encouraging predictions on performance
enhancement of wireless networks enabled by cell densifica-
tion, network operators are showing huge interest in small-
cells. In fact, in common scenarios cell densification is ex-
pected to provide a linear gain in terms of throughput delivered
by the network as the number of nodes increases [1]. In addi-
tion, the overall transmit power used by all the base stations
decreases with the density of nodes, while guaranteeing linear
throughput gain [2]. As a consequence of these two results, we
will show later in this paper that the energy efficiency under
full buffer traffic regime is monotonically increasing, meaning
that the efficiency also increases with the node density.

Nonetheless, as such results seem to be too optimistic, it
is reasonable to question whether they are generally true or,
instead, if they come as a consequence of too simplistic system
models. Hence, in this paper we investigate the effect of a
combined Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non Line-of-Sight (NLOS)
propagation model on the Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE) gain
and we study the related energy efficiency of cell-splitting. We
show that modelling the signal propagation according to the
combined LOS/NLOS path-loss provides a different picture
of the ASE and of the energy efficiency behaviour than what
would emerge if either LOS or NLOS propagation only were
used instead.

In particular, the main contributions of this paper are the
following. First, we show that the ASE gain is no longer a
linear function of the cell density but, as a consequence of
the combined LOS/NLOS propagation, it exhibits superlinear

behaviour at low cell densities and sublinear behaviour at high
cell densities. Second, we show that the energy efficiency
is not a monotonically increasing function but has a global
maximum for a given node density.

Therefore, on the basis of our findings, we make the
argument that the signal propagation model has a strong
impact on the performance trend in small-cell networks and
that particular attention should be paid in choosing the correct
propagation model when addressing some specific investiga-
tions in extremely dense networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we discuss the main results of the related work on
ASE and energy efficiency in small-cells networks. In Section
III we describe the path-loss model and the methodology
applied in our study. We then provide the results of the ASE
and of the transmit power per base station in Section IV. In
Section V we discuss how the LOS/NLOS propagation affects
the energy efficiency and we present the simulation results.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Investigation on the throughput gain achieved by increasing
the cell-density in wireless networks has been done in recent
years. The authors in [1] have shown analytically that when
the network is interference limited and the base stations
are distributed according to a Spatial Poisson Point Process
(SPPP), increasing the cell density yields linear increaseof
the network throughput. Regarding the transmit power, an
investigation on the overall transmit power needed by the
network to achieve linear ASE gain has been proposed in [2].
However, a single slope propagation model is assumed for the
studies proposed in both [1] and [2].

Some work on area spectral efficiency gain of cell splitting
under different propagation models can be found in the liter-
ature. The authors in [3] addressed the problem of assessing
the throughput gain in indoor scenarios and specifically, they
considered a propagation model proposed by [4] which has
an exponential component. Under this assumption, the area
spectral efficiency gain is proved to scale as

√
N , whereN

is the number of nodes. However, this propagation model
has only been proposed for indoor scenarios. Furthermore,
the authors of [3] address neither the transmit power nor the
energy efficiency related to this propagation model.

The problem of the energy efficiency vs spectral efficiency
trade-off has been investigated in [5]. The authors of [5] make
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use of stochastic geometry to carry out an analysis of the
optimal energy efficient and of the optimal spectral efficient
regimes of the network. Nonetheless, the problem formulation
proposed in [5] assumes that the user is kept at a fixed distance
from the base station and this distance remains unchanged
while the node density varies. Although this is a reasonable
assumption in scenarios where there are small variations ofthe
node density, in our paper we investigate the effect of large
variations of the cell density. Hence, the model proposed in
[5] would not be accurate for our analysis. Moreover, a single
slope propagation model is assumed by the authors in [5].

III. M ODELS AND METHODOLOGY

A. Propagation model

In this paper we consizder the combined LOS/NLOS path-
loss model recommended by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) for studying Heterogeneous Networks. In
particular, we opted for the outdoor propagation model for
pico-cells/hotzones [6] which is the following:

PLL/NL(d) =

{

KLd
βL with probabilitypL(d),

KNLd
βNL with probability1− pL(d),

(1)

whereβL andβNL are the path-loss exponents for LOS and
NLOS propagation, respectively;KL andKNL are the signal
attenuations at distanced = 1 for LOS and NLOS propagation,
respectively;pL(d) is the probability that the base station is
in line-of-sight with the user;pL(d) is a function dependent
on the base station-to-user distanced and is given by the
following equation:

pL(d) = 0.5−min(0.5, 5 e
−d0
d ) + min(0.5, 5 e

−d
d1 ). (2)

In this paper we refer to the path loss model described by eq.
(1) and (2) ascombined LOS/NLOSpropagation model. On
the contrary, we refer to the more common modelPLSL(d) =
KSLd

β assingle slopepropagation model, as in a logarithmic
scale it becomes a linear function.

With the values of the parametersKL, βL, KNL, βNL, d0
andd1 which will be given later in Table I, the NLOS channel
attenuation increases with a higher slope than the LOS one.
Also, the probability of having LOS propagation decreases
with the distance. Overall, with the combined LOS/NLOS
model, the ASE and the energy efficiency in small-cells
networks show different behaviours than those observed with
the single slope model.

B. Methodology for analysis

In this paper we first make use of simulation results to
assess the ASE and the transmit power in dense networks
with combined LOS/NLOS propagation model. We then apply
curve fitting for extrapolating the trend of the ASE and of the
transmit power as functions of the node density. Finally, by
means of the mathematical functions obtained through data
fitting, we analyze the behaviour of the energy efficiency and
we explain why the LOS/NLOS propagation model yields
different results on the energy efficiency as a function of the
node density compared to the single slope propagation model.
We obtained the results following the steps reported below:

i. We use a system level simulator to compute the wide-
band Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) of the users. We
first assume the network is interference limited and that
all the base stations transmit over the same band, i.e.,
reuse 1 is used. We run simulations for different values
of cell density.

ii. We compute the transmit power necessary in order to
ensure the users experience coverage and throughput
as close as possible to the case of interference limited
network as the cell density varies. Our criterion to
compute the transmit power will be explained later in
Section (III-B1). We then compute the ASE.

iii. We use curve fitting to determine how the ASE and the
transmit power scale with the node density. Based on
these throughput and power trends we also compute the
energy efficiency (see Section V).

1) Computing the transmit power per base station:The
transmit power per base station should be set in order to
guarantee that the network remains in interference-limited
regime, i.e., the transmit power should be high enough so that
the thermal noise power at the user receiver can be neglected
with respect to the interference power at the receiver. Under
this condition, the SINR will not be limited by the transmit
power. In fact, with the network in interference limited regime,
the transmit power is high enough that any further increase of
it would be pointless in terms of enhancing the SINR, since
the receive power increment would be balanced by the exact
same interference increment.

If we translate this concept into the analysis of SINR
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), we have that the
SIR CDF Fξ(y) = P[ξ ≤ y] is the limit of the SINR CDF
Fγ(y) = P[γ ≤ y] as the transmit power tends to infinity.
Hence, to keep the network in interference-limited regime,
the power should be set to a value high enough to guarantee
the SINR CDF curve to be close to its upper bound, i.e,
the SIR CDF curve. To achieve this, we impose a condition
on the difference between the SIR and SINR CDFs i.e., we
compute the minimum transmit power per base station so that
the inequality∆dB(Y%) = F−1

ξ (Y%)−F−1
γ (Y%) ≤ ∆dB0 is

verified.
For setting the numerical values ofY% and ∆dB0 we

consider the users located close to the serving base station
which usually experience low interference and high SINR. The
SINR of these users is sensitive to the changes of the transmit
power, as the interference here is less severe and then the
user might not be in interference-limited regime. This means
that imposing∆dB(Y%) ≤ ∆dB0 for high values of SINR
(equivalently, for high percentagesY%) is a stricter condition
on the power than for low values of SINR. We believe that
the valuesY% = 80% and ∆dB0 = 0.2dB we set in our
simulation are strict enough to guarantee the network to be
interference-limited.

2) Curve fitting: We use a function of the kindf(z) = azb

to interpolate the simulation results of ASE and transmit
power per base station. We chose this function because it is
suitable to fit sets of ASE data with linear behaviour (i.e.,
b = 1), superlinear behaviour (i.e.,b > 1) and sublinear
beviour (i.e.,b < 1). Moreover, as in logarithmic scale the
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functionf(z) = azb turns to be a linear function whose slope
(in logarithmic scale) isb, we are particularly interested in
determining the values ofb, as this parameter characterizes the
steepness of the ASE and of the transmit power as a function
of the node density. Also the functionf(z) = azb turns to be
mathematically tractable when, later on in Section (V-B), we
need to compute the derivative of the energy efficiency.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS ON ASE AND ON TRANSMIT

POWER

In this Section we present the simulation results we obtained
with the parameters setting given in Table I. Regarding the
scenario, we consider a small-cell network where the base
stations distribution follows both a regular geometric pattern
and a Spatial Poisson Point Process (SPPP) model. We assume
the base stations to be pico base stations with omni-directional
antennas. Nonetheless, since the two models provide similar
results, we will show the results regarding the SPPP only for
the ASE; we will then consider the square grid model for the
transmit power per base station and for the energy efficiency
later in Section V.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Scenarios i) Base stations placed in a1000m × 1000m
square grid.
ii) SPPP over a1000m× 1000m square

User distribution Uniform distribution
Number of snapshots 50
Path-loss - Single
slope

PLSL(dkm) = 140.7 + 36.7 log(dkm), β =
3.67, KSL = 1014.07 [6]

Path-loss - Combined
LOS/NLOS

See (1); withd in km, KL = 1010.38 , βL =
2.09, KNL = 1014.54 , βNL = 3.75, d0 =
0.156km, d1 = 0.03km [6]

Shadow fading Log-normal, 8 dB standard deviation [6]
Penetration loss 20 dB [6]
BandwidthBW 10 MHz centered at 2 GHz. All the base stations

transmit over the same band, i.e., reuse 1 is used.
Noise Additive White Gaussian Noise with -174

dBm/Hz Power Spectral Density
Noise Figure 9 dB
Capacity function c(γ) = max

(

0.75 log2
(

1 + γ

1.33

)

, 5.55
)

[7]
Antenna at BS and UE Omni-directional with 0 dBi gain
KRF 10 [8]
P0 2 W, 10 W [8]

A. Area spectral efficiency

We define the area spectral efficiency as the network
throughput normalized with respect to the bandwidth and the
area. We first compute the SINRγ and then the spectral
efficiency is obtained as a functionc(γ) of γ (see Table I);
the ASE is then calculated by summing up the average cell
spectral efficiencies of all the cells in the network and then
by normalizing with respect to the area. The plots in Fig. 1
show the ASE simulation results and the corresponding fitting
curves obtained through linear regression with least square
solution for single slopeand combined LOS/NLOSpath-loss
models. Fig. 1(a) shows the results obtained with the square
grid model whereas Fig. 1(b) shows the results obtained with
SPPP model.

If we look at the plot in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), there is a
noticeable difference between the two cases ofsingle slopeand
combined LOS/NLOSpropagation models; while with single
slope path-loss the ASE grows linearly with the density of
nodes, with combined LOS/NLOS path-loss, the curve we
obtain does not show linear behaviour. Moreover, in order
to improve the accuracy of the fitting for the combined
LOS/NLOS path-loss, the data interpolation has been done
through a piece-wise linear multi-slope function (in the log-
arithmic domain). This piece-wise function consists of three
functions in the form ofηA(x) = ηA,0x

α where each of these
functions is specified within a finite range of node density
values. The parametersηA,0 andα which correspond to the
different intervals of density valuesx are reported in Table II;
to obtain these values we assume the ASE to be in bits/(s· Hz
· m2) and the densityx to be in number of BSs per m2.

TABLE II
ASE FITTING CURVES PARAMETERS

x intervals [n. cell/km2 ]
Square grid. SPPP
ηA,0 α ηA,0 α

D1 : x ∈ [10, 60) 3.98 · 101 1.25 1.65 · 101 1.19
D2 : x ∈ [60, 400) 1.64 · 10−2 0.45 6.79 · 10−2 0.62

D3 : x ∈ [400, 8000) 1.30 · 10−1 0.72 1.34 · 10−1 0.72

In case of single slope propagation, the ASE scales nearly
linearly with the node density. In fact, the exponentα of the
interpolating function we obtain by fitting the data is 1.0019,
meaning thatηA(x) = ηA,0x

α is nearly linear.
On the other hand, in case of combined LOS/NLOS path-

loss, the slope of the ASE as a function of the densityx
changes depending onx itself. At low densities, the base
stations in the network are sparse and then, on average, users
are located far away from the BSs. For this reason, as the
probability of having LOS decreases with distance, at low
density (e.g., forx close to10 BSs/km2) both the serving
base station and the interferers are likely to have NLOS with
the user. However, with reference to Table II, when the density
increases within rangeD1 the probability of having the serving
BS in LOS with the user increases much faster then the
probability of having the interferer in LOS with the same
user; as a consequence, the attenuation of the received signal
decreases much faster than the attenuation of the interfering
signal, leading to a considerable SINR gain. Hence, within
rangeD1, increasing the density results in a ASE gainα > 1
which is higher than the linear gainα = 1.

Nonetheless, as the density keeps increasing, the probability
that some interferers enter the LOS region increases, making
the interference to the users stronger. This explains why within
the rangeD2 the slope of the ASE drops down toα = 0.45 and
α = 0.62 for the square grid model and for the SPPP model,
respectively. Finally, once most of the strongest interferers will
have entered the LOS region, further increases of density will
result in a slightly higher ASE gain, which settles to a value
of α = 0.72 for density within the rangeD3. Let us notice
that, although the valueα = 0.72 is bigger thanα = 0.45
(and thanα = 0.62) as the most of the interfering BSs have
entered the LOS region, there are still new interferers entering
the LOS region as the density increases within the rangeD3;
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Fig. 1. ASE vs cell density: square grid (a) and SPPP based model (b).
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Fig. 2. Transmit power per BS - square grid model.

this explain why the ASE gainα = 0.72 is sublinear.
Hence, the ASE prediction attained by using single slope

propagation model represents an optimistic estimation of what
would be observed instead with combined LOS/NLOS propa-
gation as the density increases. Therefore, we may infer that,
in extremely dense networks, the combined LOS/NLOS path-
loss should be preferred to the single slope propagation model.

B. Transmit power per base station

In Fig. 2 we show the simulation results of the transmit
power per base stationPTX(x), which has been computed as
explained in Section III-B1. In this figure we compare the
results we obtained using thesingle slopeand thecombined
LOS/NLOSpath loss models; the lines superimposed on the
dots represent the curves used for fitting which have been
obtained by means of linear regression with least squares
solution.

As we already observed for the ASE, the functions describ-
ing how PTX(x) decays with the BS densityx is different
in the two cases of single slope and combined LOS/NLOS
propagation. With reference to Fig. 2, in case of single slope
path loss the power decreases linearly (in logarithmic scale)
with the density and the slope of the line used to fit the transmit
power in case of the single slope propagation model is -1.83

which, as anticipated in [2], is close to the value−β/2, with β
being the exponent of the single slope propagation model (see
Table (I)). In the case of combined LOS/NLOS propagation,
the data interpolation has been done through a piece-wise
linear multi-slope function (in the logarithmic domain) inorder
to improve the accuracy of the fitting. The parametersPT and
δ of the fitting functionsPTX(x) = PTx

δ which correspond
to the different intervals of density valuesx are reported in
Table III; to obtain these fitting values we assumePTX to be
in Watts and the densityx to be in number of BSs per m2.

TABLE III
TRANSMIT POWER FITTING CURVES PARAMETERS

Density interval [n. cell/km2 ] PT δ

D1 : x ∈ [10, 60) 4.516 · 10−8 −1.90
D2 : x ∈ [60, 400) 7.210 · 10−17 −4.01

D3 : x ∈ [400, 8000) 5.949 · 10−9 −1.70

The fact that the transmit power per base station decays
more or less steeply with the densityx depends on how
quickly the interference power increases or decreases withx.
As we explained in Section III-B1, the transmit power per base
stationPTX(x) has to be set so that the network is interference
limited. Thus, if the channel attenuation between the interferer
and the user decreases quickly as the density increases, a
lower transmit power will be enough to guarantee that the
interference power is greater than the noise power. In other
words, if the interferer-to-user channel attenuation tends to
decrease quickly as the density increases, so does the transmit
power and vice-versa.

This explains why within rangeD2 the transmit power
PTX(x) decreases steeply with slopeδ = −4.01. In fact, as
explained in Section IV-A, asx increases within rangeD2,
the probability of having interferers in LOS with the user
rises and, as a consequence, we have a lower attenuation of
the channel between the interfering base station and the user.
Hence, thePTX(x) which guarantees the network to be in
the interference-limited regime will also decrease steeply as
x increases. On the contrary, within rangeD3, most of the
interferers will have already entered the LOS zone (see Section
IV-A), meaning that the interferer-to-user channel attenuation
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drops less rapidly than within rangeD2; for this reason, also
PTX(x) will decrease less rapidly than within rangeD2.

Let us note that the transmit power per base station as
indicated in Fig. 2 tends to be low, as it goes even below
0 dBm for densities higher than103cells/km2. If we compare
these values with the indications given by 3GPP documents
[6] for simulations of pico-cell scenarios (suggested power
per pico cells is between 30dBm and 20dBm), we notice a
substantial difference. However, the 3GPP recommendations
for the pico-base station transmit power are meant for isolated
cells covering hotzones; on the contrary, in our scenario the
network is entirely covered by small cells. As a cell in a dense
network covers a considerably smaller area than in the case
of isolated cells, the required transmit power per base station
is much lower compared to the case of an isolated cell.

V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Regarding the computation of the energy consumption we
assume a fully loaded network, i.e., there are more users than
BSs and every BS transmits to a non-empty set of users.
We further assume full buffer traffic and full spectrum reuse;
hence, there are always data to transmit and the BSs use all
the time and frequency resources available.

We model the power consumptionPBS of the base sta-
tion assuming thatPBS is the sum of two components, i.e.,
PBS = P0 +PRF; the first, denoted byP0, takes into account
the energy necessary for signal processing and to power up
the base station circuitry. This powerP0 is modelled as a
component being independent of the transmit power and of
the base station load [8]. The second component, denoted by
PRF, takes into account the power fed into the power amplifier
which is then radiated for signal transmission. The powerPRF

is considered to be proportional to the power transmitted by
the base station; we can thus writePRF = KRFPTX, where
KRF takes into account the losses of the power amplifier (i.e.,
we assumeKRF to be the inverse of the power amplifier
efficiency).

Under these assumptions, the power consumed by the
cellular network made ofN base stations can be written as
follows:

PTOT = NPBS = NP0 +NKRFPTX. (3)

whereN can also be written asN = Ax, with A denoting the
area of the network andx denoting the density of base stations.
As we have shown in Section IV-B, the transmit powerPTX

varies as a function ofN or, equivalently, ofx.
In this paper we are interested in characterizing the energy

efficiency of the network as a function of the node density
to identify the trade-off between the area spectral efficiency
and the power consumed by network. We define theenergy
efficiencyas the ratio between the overall throughput delivered
by the network and the total power consumed by the wireless
network. We can write the energy efficiency as follows:

ηEE(x) ,
R(x)

PTOT(x)
, (4)

whereR(x) is the network throughput which can be written
asR(x) = A ·BW · ηA(x), with BW denoting the bandwidth
andηA(x) denoting the area spectral efficiency.

A. Energy efficiency for single slope propagation

When the path-loss can be expressed asPLSL(d) = KSLd
β ,

increasing the node density yields linear throughput gain [2],
[3]; therefore, the throughput can be written in the form
R(x) = AR0x, whereR0 is a constant. Also, the transmit
power of each base station can be scaled asPTX(x) =
P1x

−β/2 [2]; the effect of the power amplifier losses is taken
into account inP1. Hence, the energy efficiency becomes:

ηEE(x) =
R0x

xP0 + xP1x−β/2
=

R0

P0 + P1x−β/2
. (5)

If we compute the derivative ofηEE(x), we obtaindηEE(x)
dx =

R0P1
β
2
x−β/2−1

(P0+P1x−β/2)2
, which is strictly positive for any node density

value x > 0. Hence, under the assumption of single slope
propagation model, increasing the node density yields higher
energy efficiency independently of the value ofβ > 0 of
the propagation model. Nonetheless, as the density keeps in-
creasing, the transmit power will become negligible compared
to P0, meaning that the power consumption will be almost
entirely impacted by the power offsetP0. Hence, we obtain
that limx→∞ ηEE(x) = R0/P0, i.e., the energy efficiency
saturates and converges toR0/P0.

B. Energy efficiency for combined LOS/NLOS propagation

As we mentioned in Section III-B1, we will use functions
of the kind f(z) = azb to interpolate both the data on
area spectral efficiency (and then throughput) and also on the
transmit power per base station. We then expect the throughput
to be in the form ofR(x) = AR1x

α and the power in the
form PTX = PTx

δ. Thus, with this assumption, we obtain the
following expression for the energy efficiency

ηEE(x) =
R1x

α

xP0 + xPTxδ
=

R1x
α−1

P0 + PTxδ
. (6)

The derivative ofηEE(x) is given below:

dηEE(x)

dx
=

R1P0(α− 1)xα−2 +R1PT(α− δ − 1)xα+δ−2

(P0 + PTxδ)
2 .

Depending on the value ofα and ofδ, there can exist optimum
points of the functionηEE(x). In the following paragraphs, we
analyze the derivativeη′EE(x) = dηEE(x)

dx in order to assess
the existence of such optima. Let us note thatR1, P0 andPT

are positive; moreover it is reasonable to assume thatα > 0
(i.e., the area spectral efficiency is an increasing function of
the density) and thatδ < 0, i.e., the transmit power per BS is
a decreasing function of the density.

1) The energy efficiency is a monotonically increasing func-
tion: If α > 1, i.e., if the ASE growth is superlinear, then
also α > 1 > 1 + δ holds true; in this case,η′EE(x) is
strictly positive, meaning that energy efficiency increases as
the density increases. This can be explained by the fact that
the ASE and so the throughput grow faster than the total power
used by the network, which implies adding more base stations
with lower transmit power improves the energy efficiency.
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Fig. 3. Energy efficiency

2) The energy efficiency is a monotonically decreasing
function: If α < 1 (i.e., the ASE growth is sublinear) and
α < 1 + δ, then theη′EE(x) is strictly negative and then
the energy efficiency is a monotonically decreasing function
of the densityx. This is due to the ASE which grows
too slowly compared to the total power consumption of the
network, making the addition of base stations in the network
inconvenient from the energy efficiency point of view.

3) The energy efficiency exhibits an optimum point:If α <
1 (i.e., ASE gain is sublinear) and ifα > 1+δ, then we obtain

that the derivativeη′EE(x) nulls for x0 =
(

P0(1−α)
PT(α−δ−1)

)1/δ

,
is positive forx < x0 and is negative forx > x0. Therefore,
x0 is a global maximum of the energy efficiency.

This behavior of the spectral efficiency is due to the growth
of the ASE which is not fast enough to allow the energy
efficiency to be monotonically increasing, but it is not eventoo
slow to observe a continuous drop of the energy efficiency; on
the one hand, for low base station densities (i.e., forx < x0)
the ASE gain is high enough to counterbalance the total power
increase of the network, making the addition of base stations
profitable in terms of energy efficiency. On the other hand,
as the base station density reachesx0, the ASE gain is not
sufficient to compensate the power consumption increment
given by any further addition of base stations in the network.
REMARKS : Equations (5) and (6) hold true only in case of
full loaded networks with full-buffer traffic model. If other
models of traffic or load were used, the energy efficiency
would be different than what given in (5) and (6). Nonetheless,
studying the energy efficiency of the network under different
traffic models is not within the scope of this paper.

C. Simulation results

In Fig. 3 we show the energy efficiency results we obtained
using single slope and combined LOS/NLOS propagation
model. We considered two different values of the power
offsetP0, i.e., 2W and 10W. As mentioned above in Section
V-A, with single slope propagation the energy efficiency is
monotonically increasing with the node density, meaning the
addition of low power base stations in the network would
provide a reward in terms of energy efficiency. However, as
we pointed out in Section V-A, we can notice that the energy
efficiency eventually saturates as the density keeps increasing.

On the other hand, if we assume combined LOS/NLOS
propagation, the behaviour of the energy efficiency as a
function of the node density looks different. If we compare
the values ofα and δ in Table II and III with the cases
we discussed in Section V-B, for low BS densities , i.e., for
x ∈ D1, the spectral efficiency is an increasing function of
x. In fact, within this range of densities, the ASE grows
quickly meaning that adding base stations with lower power
is beneficial in terms of energy efficiency.

Nonetheless, with the value ofα andδ for densitiesx ∈ D2,
the energy efficiency exhibits a maximum which is achieved
for x = 180 and x = 280 cells/km2 for P0 = 10W and
P0 = 2W , respectively; beyond these points, the ASE gain
is too low to compensate power consumption increase of the
denser network, leading to a drop in terms of energy efficiency.
Finally, with the value ofα and δ for densitiesx ∈ D3,
the energy efficiency is still a non-monotonic function with
a stationary point; however, this point occurs atx1 < 400
cells/km2 and is then outside the range of valuesx ∈ D3 for
which the parametersα and δ are valid. Hence, the energy
efficiency is a decreasing function withinD3, since the ASE
gain is too low to pay off the network power consumption.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the effect of the combined
LOS/NLOS propagation on the area spectral efficiency and
energy efficiency of dense networks. Based on our study, the
estimations of the area spectral efficiency and of the energy
efficiency carried out using a single slope path loss seem to
provide an optimistic prediction of such metrics. In fact, if we
use a combined LOS/NLOS model as the ones recommended
by the 3GPP for simulation of Heterogeneous Networks, the
area spectral efficiency and the energy efficiency as functions
of the node density exhibit different behaviours. In particular,
unlike in the case of single slope propagation model where
the energy efficiency is monotonically increasing, with the
combined LOS/NLOS model there exists a maximum of the
energy efficiency.
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